Wałbrzych, ul. Paderewskiego 23/9, Poland. Accepted, May, 15, 1972 . The European or Tyrrhenis mouflon, Ovis ammon musimon S c h rebe r, 1782, is one of the 39 kinds of the native sheep, Ovis ammon 1., 1758, spread over the northern hemisphere of the Old and New Word. While their numbers in their original habitat steadily decreased since tie early's of our century as a result of the poachers and commercial ovtrhunting (the present numbers are no more than 200 in the wild for tie Corsican and 300 in a private game enclosure for the Sardinian islanl), many succesful introductions was made in Europe since the 18th century.
Walter ULOTH TO THE HISTOR i OF THE DISTRIBUTION, INTRODUCTION AND CROSS-BREEDING OF THE TYRRHENIS MOUFLON IN EUROPE AND
About 1731 by Prince Eugen of Savoy in the game pasture of Behedere (nearly Vienna, Austria), the basic stock with further sources from Corsican and Sardinian wilds for the zoological park of Lainz: and abcut 1858 in the zoological pasture of Hluboka, at present Bohemia, CSSR. The first important introduction in the wild of Europe was made by Karoly Forgach in the mountains of Tribeć (nearly Ghymes, at prestnt Slovakia) in 1868, which build the stock of the present Slovakian fo-pulation of the mouflon and was now described as the Slovakian mouflon, O. a. sinesella Turcek, 1949. In the United States the first introductions with the mouflon was made in Texas by Mark Loss (Llano) in 1946, in California in 1953 and into Hawaii (Lanai) in 1954.
The present stock of the world for 1968 was estimated of approximately 32000 heads, which portaked about to 2/3 on the Old and Vs on the New World. However, the mostly populations no more exist as pure mouflon strains (in Texas from 10000 heads less than 500) and are more or less mixed samples of crossings between the mouflon and few races of the domestic and feral sheep (in Hawaii and Texas specially!). This is a dangerous fact, which is not considered on the international game trophy exhibitions to time. It is recognized, that the crosses have horns with a greater spread, lenght and basic circumference as well as the pure mouflon rams and also early reached the time of maturity of their trophies (in Texas IV2 years early as the pure mouflons).
The »Council International de la Chasse« and the »International Game Union« may be developed a new guide to measure the trophies of few sources on the base of a different system to calculate the fair count of points.
